ABSTRACT.
G denotes a compact abelian group, and T denotes its dual.
Our main result is that every non-Sidon set E C T contains a non-Sidon set We let G , denote the abelian group G endowed with the discrete topology.
(G ,) , the dual group of G ,, is denoted by Y, the Bohr compactification of T.
r is dense on Y, and C(Y) can be naturally identified with the almost periodic functions on Y.
Let ECT and let ¡(E) = \f £ A(Y): / = 0 on E\. We set A(E) = A(Y)/l(E),
where the quotient is the usual Banach algebra quotient. An element of A(E) may be viewed as the restriction to £ of a function in /4(D. Clearly, A(E) C CAe);
A(E) is dense in CQ(E), and ||g||A(E) > UglL for all g £ /4(E). When A(E) = CQ(E),
and r is a nondiscrete group, we say that E is a Helson set; when T is a discrete group, we say that E is a Sidon set (cf. [7, Chapter 5]). We define the Helson (Sidon) constant of a set E Z Y to be h(E) = inf \\\f \\J\\f\\A(E): f £ A(E),f 4 0\.
Bp(G) = {f £ B(G). f= 0 outside El.
We consider the following inclusion, L™iG)2CEiG)2AEiG).
It is easy to see that L°/¡ÍG) = A p(G) if and only if E is a Sidon set. Also, if
CpiG) = A Ag), then E is a Sidon set.
Non-Sidon sets E C Z such that L°f¡ÍT) = CFiT) (we refer to such sets as then |p(gj) -p(g2)| < e|lplL whenever g,-g2 e T.
Proof. We first show that there is A, a compact neighborhood of 0 in Y, such that 82 8l l7g) l7g) 2 1
But, for x £ A" we have
If we now let s = / -¿g _g + h, we obtain s(x) = 1 -(g x) for x e Ag , and
Therefore, \\s \\AlA , < e, and we finally deduce that II1-(g2. *)IU(A )<f whenever g2 e '11 +g r «1 Now, for each g £ T we produce !I = 11(g) as above. But, by the compactness of
.
isl Let A = D"=1 Ag., and, as in (2), we have || 1 -ig, x)\\A < c fot all g £ T.
Having proved (1), we easily establish the conclusion of the lemma: If p £ MÍA) and g2 -g i e r' then Proof. Claim. \J r ig + U) = G. For, if h e G, then h + U is a neighborhood of h in G. By the density of G in G, there exists g £ G such that g £ h + U.
Therefore, by the symmetry of U, h £ g + U, and claim is proved.
Since G is compact, we can find |g ,...,j"| so that U =t ig ■ + U) = G. 
p(u ) -p(uA\ < e, ||p | We now select F,, a finite subset of A, n E\i0i, such that F, n E . = 0 for all j < k -1, and h(F A < e,. Having completely described our selection process, we shall now prove that if p . e Al(F .), I < / < k, then (*) Or-^ZII^L^IfZiy
The range of (2*_. p.)" is (e Zk_, 
í^-WISe^lL.
Combining (3) and (4), we have \ptiyi) ~ß.iz.)\ <2í.||p. ( is a countable set with one accumulation point.
Proof. First, we claim that there exists x £ cp(E) such that if U is any open set containing x then <f>~ (U) nE isa non-Sidon set. Suppose this were not so. Then, for each x £ cp(E) there exists an open set, U , so that x e U , and d>~ (U ) Pi E is a Sidon set. By the compactness of <f>(E), there exist Xj,... ,*B e ctMÉ), so that U* Ux. DrplË). But, E = U?a, 0_1(c/x.) Pi E is a Since N is arbitrary, 2°°_ \\f ||CXJ< °°, and it follows that f £CpiG). O
Remark. When Y = Z, the mapping </> as defined in the remark preceding Lemma 2.2 can be realized as follows: Let a be a given irrational number in T.
Let cf> a = cf> be the map from Z into T so that </>(tz) = na mod 2z7. As in Lemma 
